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Abstract. Let S be a sequence of mutually orthogonal, finite dimensional

projections whose sum is the identity on a Hubert space %. If we denote the

commutant of S by ^(S) and the ideal of compact operators on % by

Q(%), then it is easily verified that <%(&) + B(%) = {T + K: T <= <3)(S),
K e ß(0C)} is a C*-algebra. In this paper we classify all such algebras up to

•-isomorphism and characterize them by examining their relationship to

certain quasidiagonal and quasitriangular algebras.

Throughout this paper, £ will denote a sequence {E¡)%,x of mutually

orthogonal, finite dimensional projections on a Hubert space whose sum is

the identity. The set consisting of every bounded operator whose matrix

representation is diagonal with respect to £ will be referred to as the block

diagonal algebra associated with £ and denoted as ty(&); we remark that

<>$)($) can be viewed as the commutant of £, or as the direct product of the

von Neumann algebras t(E¡%), where £(%) (respectively C(%)) will denote

the algebra of bounded (respectively compact) operators on a separable

Hilbert space.

Definition. <$(£) + G(%) = {T + K: T E <$(£), K E 6{%)} will be

referred to as the perturbed block diagonal algebra for £.

By [2, Chapter 1], Q($) + G(%) is a C*-algebra. It is weak operator dense

in £(3C) because C(%) is and is not norm separable because ^(S) is not. It

is not hard to realize that the structure of such an algebra depends only on

the dimensions of the projections in £, not on how we label them, so we will

occasionally suppress £ and wirte <$) {(ct¡)fLx) + Q(%) instead, where a¡ is

the dimension of E¡ for each /'.

One might guess that two perturbed block diagonal algebras are isomorphic

if their associated sequences agree after a finite number of terms. Indeed,

<% {(2,1,1,1,....)} + e(%) is isomorphic to <$ {(1,1,1,1,....)} + G{%). But
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what is perhaps surprising is that fy ((1,2,2,2, ....)} + Q(%) is not isomor-

phic to «D {(2,2,2,2.)} + 6(%).

Theorem 1. Let & = <3)(S) + 6(%) and % -<$(£) + G(%). & is iso-

morphic to © // and only if there exist finite subsets of the positive integers, N0

and Nx, and a bijection t: N - N0 -* N — Nx such that

dim!  2 £, ) = dim!   2 Fj I   and   dim £, = dim £t(/)  for all i EN- N0.

We include a brief discussion of the important ideas in the proof of

Theorem 1. That the condition is sufficient to insure isomorphism follows

from the construction of a unitary operator U such that

tf( 2 £,V*=  2 F,   and    UE¡U* = £t(/)   f or all i in N - N0,

and the realization that U implements an isomorphism from <£ to %. That

the condition is necessary to insure isomorphism is less obvious; the main

technical effort is contained in the following lemma:

Lemma 2. Any selfadjoint unitary operator U which implements an automor-

phism of a perturbed block diagonal algebra ^(S) + Q(%) is a compact

perturbation of a selfadjoint unitary operator V which implements an automor-

phism of ̂ (S).

Assuming the validity of Lemma 2, we sketch the remainder of the proof as

follows:
Proof of Theorem 1. If & and © are the isomorphic algebras of Theorem

1, we let

C = ^n     lX2\. Txx E â, T22 E © ; £21, £12 G e(%)\.
21       '22/ J

It is easily verified that 6 is a perturbed block diagonal algebra on X = %

© %; i.e., ß = 3)(S) © 3)(£) + ß(3C). It follows from [8, Lemma 4.5] that

any isomorphism a between & and © is implemented by a unitary operator

W. We then remark that the unitary operator U, whose representation as a

matrix on % = % © % is (%, q"), induces an automorphism of C.

After noting that U is selfadjoint, we apply Lemma 2 to produce a

selfadjoint operator F which implements an automorphism of ^(S) © ^(^

and such that V = U + Q, where g is a compact operator on % and is

selfadjoint because V and U are. Hence,

V= U +
fßu    ßiaW     on Qn+W*\
\ßai     ßaa]      Iß21+W ß22      /
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Since V implements an automorphism of <$ (£ ) © fy (f ) it shuffles the

projections in £ u 5" and since V is selfadjoint, we conclude that there exist

subsets N0 and Nx of N and bijections:

t0: Wo -* JV0 such that VE, V* = £To(l) for all í in N0,

r,: JV, -» Nx such that VFjV = FT¡0) for all/ in Nx, and

t: N - N0 -> N - TV, such that VE¡ V* = Fr(i) for all i in N - N0.

Since Vis unitary, dim(£,) = dim(F£,F*) = dim(£T(/)) for all /EN- N0,

so it remains only to show that N0 is a finite subset of N and that

dim(2,6A,o£() = dim(2yeA- F). One can conclude from the matrix represen-

tation of V that Qxx is a selfadjoint partial isometry and that "2¡eNoE¡ is the

projection onto the initial space of Qxx while 1.j&NFj is the projection onto

the initial space of Q22(*).

Since Qxx is compact, we deduce immediately that JV0 is finite. Note, also,

that the initial space of Qxx is the kernel of Q2X + W. Since Q2X + W is a

compact perturbation of a unitary operator, the index of Q2X + W is zero,

implying that

dim ker(02I +W) = dim ker(22I + W)* = dim ker(ß12 + W),

with the last equality following from the fact that Q is selfadjoint. Since the

kernel of QX2 + W* is the initial space of Q22, we conclude that the dimen-

sion of the initial space of Qxx equals the dimension of the initial space of Q22.

It follows from (*) that dim(2,eA/ E¡) = dim(27eA- FJ), thus concluding the

proof of Theorem 1.   □

We now proceed (from Proposition 3 through Lemma 9) to gather the facts

necessary to verify Lemma 2.

Proposition 3. Let ^ = {Fn}™_x be any sequence of finite dimensional,

mutually orthogonal projections. Then \\KFn\\ ->0/or every compact operator K.

Proof. Arguing as in [3, Lemma 1, p. 292] this is easily verified for the

finite rank operators and because these are norm-dense in G(%), the asser-

tion follows by an application of the triangle inequality.   □

Definition. Let 8S denote the map which takes an operator T to the formal

sum 8&(T) = 1^mXEkTEk, by which we mean the strong limit of 2"k_xEkTEk.
Since

\\h(T)\\ = 2 EkTEk
*-l

= sup||£A7£,||<||71|   and   ||5S(1)|| =||1||,

5g is a linear operator on £(%) of norm one.

Proposition 4. Suppose T e <$(£) + Q(%). Then T - 8S(T) is compact.

Proof. From the definition of <S)(S) + 6(%), T = S + K, where S E
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<$(S) and K E 6(30. So, 8S(T) - 8S(S + K) = S + 8S(K) = £ - K +

8&(K) and T - 8&(T) = K - 8S(K). It follows that £ - 8S(T) is compact

because K and <5g(£) are.   □

Lemma 5. Assume that U is a unitary operator which implements an automor-

phism of<%(&) + ß(%). Then lim,. inf,.||£/t/£,.|| = 0.

Proof. In this contrapositive argument we assume that inf/||£>xC/£(|| -/»0

and then show that U does not implement an automorphism of fy(&) +

G(%). So there exist e > 0 and an infinite subset M of N such that

^jer*\\FjXUE¡\\ > e for all i E M (*). We will inductively obtain a set of
finite dimensional, mutually orthogonal projections {C,,Z),}~_, for which

||C¿4í/£yJ| and \\D¡itUE¡k\\ are both greater than e/4. Let /, be the first integer

in M. There are two possibilities:

(1) If maxy.||£yt/£"-i|| > e/4 then let/, be any integer such that \\EhUE¡\\ >

e/4. By (*) it follows that \\2J¥;/EjUEh\\ > e and since 2"_XJ¥UEj,UE,t tends

strongly to 2,w £.£/£,-, it follows that for some n, G N, Wl^EjUE/\\ >

e/4. Let C, = £,', and £, = Vjl^Ej.

(2) If maxj\\EjUE¡ || < e/4, let «, be the first integer for which

\\2?mlEJUEli\\> e/4.Then   '

2 EjUEts
y-i

n,-l

y-i

£,i/£(. IW <e/2.

Hence ||27_„i + 1£yi/£(i|| > e/2 because \\UE,t\\ = 1 > e and so there exists

n2 such that ||2,"Lni + 1£,.t/£,.|| > e/4. Let C,, - 2;i,£, and Z>„ = S^n. + iC-

For the *th inductive step, let ik be the first integer in M such that

11(2*" ,'C,- + D¡)UEik\\ < e/8. That such an integer exists follows from Prop-

osition 3 and the fact lhat (J,kZ\C¡ + D¡)U is compact. Since \\CSljZ¡C, +

D¡)xUE¡t\\ > 7e/8, the reader can verify that we are able to repeat the

process to obtain mutually orthogonal, finite dimensional subprojections of

(2^,'q + A/, q and Dik, such that \\C¡kUEik\\, \\DkUEk\\ > e/4.
We now pass to a subsequence {hk} of {ik) such that for every * G N,

2||C,t/£^|^i/£j<e2/32.
l*k

To do so, let {o.v}ii/6N be a set of positive real numbers for which 2(i,eNa,2 <

e2/32. Let A, - /,. Assuming that we have obtained {**}*_„ let h„+x be the

next integer in {ik) such that for every Kn + l, ||C^+(t/£Ai|| and

\\\.UEhi\\ are each less than a„+XJ, whereas \\^UEKJ\ and*¡|Z\£/£^J|

are each less than a,„+x; this is possible by Proposition 3 applied to UE^,

ClU, and DhU for those / < « + 1. Continue inductively.

We will construct an operator T E6¡}(&) such that UTU* &<%(&) +
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Q(%), thus concluding the argument. Since ||C^Í/£,J| and \\EKU*DK\\ are

both greater than or equal to e/4, there is a rank one partial isometry

Th E t(Eh%) for which \\ChUEhThEhtU*Dhk\\ > e2/16 and we let T =
2*6N7^. For arbitrary / G N,

C^UTU'D,, = C^UT^D^ + 2 C^UT^D^.
k¥-l

Hence,

\MCk,UTU*D,\ > lCkUThU*D4 -1 2 <*W* U*D^

>\\ChUThU*Dh\\- 2 ¡C.í/^l-ll^í/^ll
k*t

2 2 2i — _ il = —
16      32      32 *

So, lim^C^UTU* - 8&{UTU*))Dh\\ = Iim,||C^C/n/*Z\|| > t2/32 implies
that UTU* - 8e(UTU*) is not compact by Proposition 3 and therefore that

UTU* does not belong to <$(£) + Q(%) by Proposition 4. This concludes

the argument.   □

Lemma 6. Assume that P and Q are projections. Then

||/>-ß||=max{||/>xß||,||Pßx||}.

Proof. Since P - Q = PQX - P±Q, it follows that \\P - ß|| = ||Pßx
- P xß ||. Because PQ x and P xß have orthogonal initial and final spaces,

||Pßx - Pxß||= max{||Pßx||, ||Pxß||}.   D

Lemma 7. If U is a selfadjoint unitary operator which implements an automor-

phism offy(&) + G(%) then there exists a bijection o of N such that || UE¡U*

-3,(oll->0.

Proof. From Lemma 5 there exists a subset MQ of N such that N - Af0 is

finite and for all / G M0 there exists a t(z') G N for which \\ETf0UE,\\2 < ¿

and because this implies that ET{i)U\Ei% has no null space it follows that

dim £T(0 > dim £,; that dim £T(/) < dim E¡ for all but finitely many / G M0

follows from an argument similar to that in Lemma 5 which we include for

completeness:

Contrapositively, we assume that dim £T(/) > dim £, for all » in an infinite

subset S of M0. Let i, be the first integer in S. Since U is unitary there is an

integer /?, such that

II /    "'        \ll     1
(£T(/|)erani7£(.)L/      £    E, \\>\
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whereas, since i, G M0, \\ET{iùUEit\\ > \. Because U = U*,

||(27Li;/^,1£/)í/£T(í|)||, \\EiUEr,iù\\>\. Assuming that you have selected

{//}*",', let 4 be the next integer in S such that ik > nk_x and

||£T(4)í/(2"'- \E¡ + 2*r,1£(-)|| < \. There exists an integer nk such that

(£T(iA)erant/£/Á)í/ >*■

Continue inductively to obtain an infinite set of finite dimensional, mutually

orthogonal projections {C¡k,D¡k) where C¡k = 2?*_^_1+I£/ and D¡t = E¡t so

that || C¡k UETÍ¡t)\\, \\D¡tUEr,¡k)\\ > \ and apply the argument of Lemma 5 to

arrive at a contradiction-thereby forcing dim £T(i) = dim E¡ for all but

finitely many i E M0. If we let M = {/' G M0: dim E¡ = dim £T(()} then we

conclude that N - M is finite.

We make the following simple observation: if £ and £ are projections and

U is unitary, then for x E E% with ||x|| = 1, \\FUEx\\2 + \\FxUEx\\2 = 1 so

that

l-xeÍJFUEX^=   SUPJF±U**t-F±m2    (•>
IMI = > w-i

Next we observe that since Erl()U\Ei%E t(E¡%,ET,¡y%) is invertible,

£T(/)t/|£/OC = F£ where £ G £(£,3C) is positive and V E t(E¡%,ET(í)%) is

unitary by the polar decomposition; since U = U*,EiU\Er % = FV*. We use

this fact to show that WE^UEfW = WE^UE,]] for all i E M:

WE^UE^f -¡E^UE^of =    sup   WE^UE^xf      because U = U*
xeE^nx

1*1-1

= 1- jf jw^f   by(*)
W-i

= 1 -    inf    ||£K*^||2 = 1 -   inf   ||£y||2     because V* is unitary
x e ET(i)X y e E/%

11*11=1 IMI-1

= l - ykix HF^I|2 = 1 - yiíx I^UEsyf = ||£i)^||2     by (.).
Ibll-i W-l

From the construction of M and Lemma 6 we conclude that

¡UE,U* - £T(0|| = max^E^UEl ||£t(/)í/£/||} -0.

We let o(i) = t(0 for all i E M and let o(i) = i for all i E M so that to

obtain the result it remains only to show that t is a bijection of M. But, for

each / G M,
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\ >||t/£,.í/- £T(/)|| =\\U2EtU2 - í/£T(()r7|| = ||£,. - UErU)U]\

= max{||£1xí/£T(,.)||,||£|.í/£Ti.)||}

so that dim £,• = dim UE<lxU = dim £T(/) and ||£,xt/£T(/)|| < '. We remark

that t2(0 = / for all / in M because the value of r is uniquely determined

since \\U\\ = 1 and in^e^M-ill^©^*!!2 >\ by (*). Hence, t is a
one-to-one map of M onto M, thus concluding our argument.   □

Construction 8. Suppose U is a selfadjoint unitary operator which imple-

ments an automorphism of 6D(£) + G(%). From U we will construct a

selfadjoint unitary V which implements an automorphism of <$(&) such that

\\UEjU* - VEjV*||-*0.
Proof. Let M be the set and o the bijection of N introduced in Lemma 7.

To define V~(V¡j), let Vi} = 0 whenever i =£ o(j) and let Va{j)j m 1 when-

ever/ G M. For y' G M recall that dim £7 = dim Ea(J) so that Ea(J)U\E% can

be identified as the matrix of an operator from one «-dimensional Hilbert

space to another with polar decomposition Wo(jyPaijy; since Ea(J)U\E% is

invertible for j E M, Wa(jy is unitary. We proceed, inductively, as follows:

Suppose jx is the first integer in M. Let VoU¡)Ji = WaUt)Ji and let VJlMJÙ =

(Wa(Ji)j)*. Let j2 be the next integer in M such thaty'j G Ui,o(J\)} an^

continue as before. Clearly V is unitary and implements an automorphism of

<$ (£ ). To verify that V is selfadjoint, it suffices to show that for those./ G M

such that o(j) =j, V^ = (Vjj)*. Since U is selfadjoint so is U¡j, so that

WjjPjj = PMiWj/)* by definition and W^ = PMWM by [6, p. 69]. Since PM is
invertible (because UM is), we conclude that WJj = ( Wj/)* and VM = ( VM)* by

construction. Finally, since VEj V* = Ea(J) for each j, we have that || UEj U*

- VEj V*\\ = || UEj U* - EaU)\\ -» 0 following Lemma 7.   D
In the lemmas which follow, we adopt common usage and say that an

operator T E t(%) belongs to the essential commutant of a C*-subalgebra &

of £(%) if and only if TS - ST E G(%) for every S6Ä.

Lemma 9. Suppose that W is a unitary operator which implements an

automorphism of & = <%(&) + G(%) such that \\WEj - EjW\\-*0. Then W

belongs to the essential commutant of the center of ÖD(£).

Proof. It suffices to assume that T belongs to the center of <$ (£ ) and then

show that T — WTW* is compact. Since W implements an automorphism of

&, WTW* belongs to &. Hence, S^WTW*] - WTW* is compact by

Proposition 4, and to prove the assertion, it suffices to show that T -

8e[WTW*] is compact; since both terms belong to <$(&), this is equivalent to

showing that \\Ej[T- WTW*]Ej\\ -*0. Since T belongs to the center of

ty(&), T = '2jL.xXjEj for a bounded sequence of complex numbers {a-}£,,;

thus,
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\\Ej[T- I*T0"]£J = ||A,£, - EjWTW*Ej\\

<\\XjEj - EjWTEJW*\\ + \\EJWT(W*Ej - EjW*)\\

<¡XjEj - W(XjEj)W*\\ + \\Tl\\W*Ej - EjW*\\

<h\W*Ej - EjW*\ + m\W*Ej - EjW*\\^0.

Hence, W essentially commutes with every operator in the center of fy(&). □

Lemma 2'. Let U be a selfadjoint unitary operator which implements an

automorphism of & = tf)(e) + G(%). Then there is a selfadjoint unitary

operator V which implements an automorphism of ^ (£ ) such that U*V is a

compact perturbation of the identity.

Proof. If U is any selfadjoint unitary operator which implements an

automorphism of <$(£) + G(%), then by Construction 8 we obtain an

operator V such that U*V implements an automorphism of <>$(&) + G(%)

and \\U*VEj - EjU*V\\-*0. Hence by Lemma 9, U*V belongs to the

essential commutant of the center of $)(&); by an application of [8, Theorem

2.1] it follows that U*V belongs to [center (^(£))]' + G(%). Consequently,

U* V belongs to 3) (£ ) + G(%). Now

1 - U*V=Ss(l - U*V)+[l - U*V-8s(l - U*V)]

= 86(l- U*V)-[U*V-86(U*V)],

where U*V — 8&(U*V) is compact by Proposition 4. So, to prove the

assertion, it suffices to show that 8s(l - U*V) is compact. But, that follows

from a matrix multiplication: if y G M, then

||£,(1 - U*V)Ej\\ = \\Ej - EA^j^V^ßjj

-\\Ej-Ej(V*U)JfV,U>ßj\

-\\EJ - Ej{P,Wj)(W«J)JrW.(j)JEJ¡

"¡Ej - eapoU)j)EjI

<\\hJ%- Pa(j)j\\-

We remark that Pa(jy is a positive invertible operator on the finite dimen-

sional space Ej%. So for y G M
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\\hj% - FoU)j\\= 1 - inf{ p:pE specirum(£o0)i/)}

= l-xl%JP^\\
W-i

* l -   I11/,, \\WoU)Au)A       since Wo(j)j is unitary

IMI-i

<l-x^JE«J>UEA2-*°
IMI-1

since ̂jE^UEjxf = 1 -\\E^UEjf.

1*1-1

Because N - M is finite, it follows that ||£.(1 - U* V)Ej\\ -» 0, or equiv-

alently, that 5S(1 - U* V) is compact, from which we conclude that 1 - U* V

is compact.   □

Remark 10. Suppose that W is a unitary operator which implements an

automorphism of <>D(S) + 6(%). Then W is a compact perturbation of a

partial isometry Y of index zero such that {YE¡Y*)Jix c & U {0}.

Proof. Adopting the notation of Theorem 1, we let 6Ù(^)= é($) and £

be the projection onto the first coordinate space of % = % © %. So,

W = £-Li/|P0C= £-LF|/>tK:- £xo|7»çK;; let y= £-LK|/,cK:and the assertion is

easily  verified  after  noting that ker(Y) = (2^^^%  and ker(y*) =

(2,eJVl£y)0C.   D
Definition. Let If be a unitary operator which implements an automor-

phism of & + Q(%), where &■ is a C*-algebra. We say that W splits (with

respect to 6?) if it is a compact perturbation of a unitary operator which

implements an automorphism of &.

It should be mentioned that Lemma 2 is not a surprising result as it is

suggested by [8, Theorem 4.10] which asserts that every unitary which

implements an automorphism of & + ß(%) splits whenever & is a maximal

abelian selfadjoint subalgebra of t(%). However, our situation differs in that

there are unitary operators which implement automorphisms of perturbed

block diagonal algebras which do not split.

In the following corollaries, Pk will denote 2{£,: dim £, = *}.

Corollary 11. Let U be a unitary operator which implements an automor-

phism ofGÙ(&) + ß(%). U splits if and only if

index(£tf7|^oc) = 0  for every * G N.

Proof. =>: By assumption there exists a unitary operator V which com-

mutes with Pk for each * and a compact C such that U = V + C. Since index

is invariant under compact perturbation [4],
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index(PkU\Pk%) = index(F,F| Pt0C) = 0.

«= : From Remark 10, U = W + C, where C is compact and W is a partial

isometry of index zero such that {WE¡W*)f_x c S U {0}. Note that

PkW\P% is unitary for all k E R, where £ is a finite subset of N; for each

* G £, index(PkW\Pkcir) = 0, so

kev{PkW]Pk%) = 2 Et   and
,eNk

cokemel^«/^) = 2 £,      with card(A/A) = card(04) < oo.

Define Fk, a finite rank partial isometry such that {FkE¡F¿)ieNk = {E¡),e0,

and note that U is a compact perturbation of a unitary operator W +

2keRFk which implements an automorphism of ty(&).   □

In Corollary 11 we presented a necessary and sufficient condition for a

specific unitary operator to split. In Corollary 12 we obtain a necessary and

sufficient condition for a perturbed block diagonal algebra to have the

property that every unitary implementing an automorphism of it splits:

Corollary 12. Every unitary operator which implements an automorphism of

^(S) + G(%) splits if and only if at most one projection Pk is infinite

dimensional.

Proof. =>: We assume that Pk and P, are infinite dimensional for * =£ I

and construct a unitary U that implements an automorphism of ^(S) +

G(%) but does not split. For each/, let support(£,) = {/: dim £, = /) and let

{Mi}?-1 ana" {N¡}?-\ be partitions of support(£¿) and support(£7) respec-

tively such that card M¡ = / and card N¡ = * for all /. Let U be any unitary

operator such that UE¡ U* = £, for / E support(£¿) u support(£,) and

ul 2 e]u*= 2 e„
\ieM{      I /EAT,

{W^W-i^W,.      k>\,

{UEiU*)ieNk = {Ei)ieNk+i,       *>1,

and note that U implements an automorphism of ^(S) + G(%), but that

index(PkU\Pk0C) = */ ¥= 0, so that by Corollary 11, U does not split.

<=: This is a routine argument modulo Remark 10.   □

We recall that an automorphism of an algebra is said to be inner if it can be

implemented by a unitary which belongs to the algebra.

Corollary 13. All automorphisms of & = ^(S) + 6(%) are inner if and

only if there exists a positive integer I such that whenever n,m > I, n ¥= m, then

dim(E„) * dim(£J.
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Proof. «=: Every automorphism a of & is implemented by a unitary

operator Ua (by a slight variation of [8, Lemma 4.5]). By Remark 10,

Ua= W + C, where C is compact and If is a partial isometry of index zero

such that {WE¡W*)f^x Ç £ u {0} so it follows that U belongs to 6E iff W

does. Since W must map the E¡ to other E¡ of the same dimension, the

assumption implies that WE¡ W* = E¡ for all but finitely many / > / and that

If belongs to £B.

=^: In this proof by the contrapositive, we assume that for every positive

integer / there exist n,m > I, n ¥= m, such that dim £n = dim Em and then

assert that there is a unitary operator U which implements an automorphism

of fy(S) (hence, <$(£) + G(%)) but which does not belong to &. We leave

this construction to the reader and then remark that the automorphism a

which is induced by U cannot be implemented by any unitary operator which

belongs to & and therefore is not inner.   □

Corollary 14. Suppose & = <$(£) + G{%) and <S = <$(5) + Gi%).

The following are equivalent:

(i) & - $.

(ii) There exist finite subsets Ox and 02 of N, a unitary operator U which is a

compact perturbation of the identity, and a bijection o: N — Ox -* N — 02 such

that UÇZte0lE,)lP* = 2JeoFj and UEtU* = Fa(i)for i E N - Ox.
(iii) There exist finite subsets Ox and 02 of N and a bijection o: N - Ox -* N

- 02 which satisfies this condition: for every e > 0 there is a finite subset N(e)

of N such that

2      \Et -      2      \E,d)\ < «
í¿íí(e)uO| iéN(e)uOt

for every sequence {X¡}i¿N{t)IJo, of zeros andones.

Proof, (i) =* (ii): â = <$ implies that <£ =* % and by Theorem 1 the

existence of a unitary operator V such that for finite sets Nx and N2 and a

bijection y: N - Nx ̂ N - N2, VÇZ^EJV* = 2JeNFj and VE,V* = £y(/)
for all / G A,. Since V implements an automorphism of 6Ê, V = W + Q,

where ß G G(%) and If is a unitary operator for which there exist finite

subsets A/, and M2 of N and a bijection t: N - Mx -* N - M2 such that

^(S/e^W* = 2/eW£(. and Iff,.If* = ET{¡) for all < G A/,. Hence K!f*
= 1 + QW* and the reader may verify that if Ox = M2 u t(A, - #, n A/,)

and 02 = N2\j y (A/, - A/, n A,) then a = yoT-> ¡s a bijection from

N - Ox to N - 02 such that if U = VW*, U(2ie0Et)U* = 2,e0£ and
i/£I.fy = £(,(,.)forall/GC>1.

(ii) => (iii): Since t/ = 1 + K i or K compact,
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2 \fm = ul 2 \e\u* = 2 \e, + k( 2 V?,)

+ ( 2 \e,)k* + kI 2 M?,W*
V/séo,       ' \«éo,       '

and

< 3 max{i,FI|}-k( 2\^)2 \Fgl¡) -  2 Aj^i
II/¿Oí ¿éO|

for every sequence {A,} of zeros and ones. Because K is compact, given e > 0,

there exists a subset N (e) such that

k(   2   M?,)
3max{l,||£||}

for every sequence of zeros and ones.

(iii)=>(i): We assert that 2,ëoX,£/ - 2,¿O|\£o(0 is compact for every

sequence {X¡)¡ÉO of zeros and ones; for, let

Fk"( 2 *,)v(  2  f\\J Ety F^y - \/EikV FoUk),
\ieo,    I      \jeo2    I

where ik is the *th integer in N - Ox, and note that P¿- \ 0, and that

( 2 \e, - 2 V^W 2 \E¡ -   2 \Faíl)
i ¿o,
i>k

i ¿o,
¡>k

by (iii). It is not difficult to show that the essential center of & is generated by

{2fLi\E¡: X¡ = 0 or 1} + G(%) and to conclude that the essential center of

St, is equal to the essential center of $ so that by [8, Theorem 2.1], â = ®.

D
Since G(%) is a norm-closed, two sided *-ideal in £(%), the quotient

£(%)/G(%) is a C*-algebra commonly referred to as the Calkin algebra and

tt: £(%) -» t(%)/G(%) is the usual projection map, taking £ to its coset

{T+K.K E G(%)).
Definition. Suppose that 6£ and © are C*-subalgebras of the Calkin

algebra. (Z and % are said to be essentially unitarily equivalent if and only if

some unitary operator in the Calkin algebra implements an isomorphism of

them.

Corollary 15. Let 6? = <3>(g) + G(%) and SB = <%($) + G(%). tt(&)
and w(© ) are essentially unitarily equivalent if and only if there exist finite sets
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N0 and Nx and a bijection t: N - N0 -* N - Nx such that dim(£,) = dim(FT(/))

for every i E N - N0.

Proof. <=: Let If be a partial isometry with kex W = ~2ieNE¡ and

coker If = 2JmHtFj such that If£,If* = FT(t) for all I G N - A0. Clearly,

7r(If) is unitary and ir(W)ir(&)it(W)* = ir(<$>).

=>: Assuming that 7r(If) implements an isomorphism of %(&) and it(<3o),

then U = Cw o") *s selfadjoint and it(U) is unitary; one can verify that U is a

compact perturbation of a selfadjoint unitary R and that this selfadjoint

unitary implements an automorphism of <$(£)© 3) (f) + G(% © %).

From Lemma 2, R is a compact perturbation of a selfadjoint unitary V which

implements an automorphism of fy(ë) © ^(S7). Now adopting the notation

and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1, since t is dimension-preserving it

suffices to observe that A/0 and Nx axe finite subsets.   □

We now shift our attention to a sequence 9 = {P„}™-x of finite dimen-

sional projections increasing to the identity and to the algebras which are

naturally associated with it. The triangular algebra associated with 9 and

denoted as S"(?P) is defined to be the set of those operators which leave all of

the projections of 9 invariant. The quasitriangular algebra associated with 9

and denoted as a 9X9) is defined to be the set of operators T for which

||P„xrPJ|-*0. It is easy to verify that C5(<$) + G(%) is contained in

a 9X9); W. Arveson proved, in fact, that !T(9) + G{%) - a 9X9) [1].
Definition. An algebra & is called quasidiagonal for a sequence 9, and

denoted as a ^(9), if it consists of those operators T for which \\TPn -

PJW^O.
If <>D(9) denotes the set of those operators which commute with the

elements of 9, then it is easy to see that <$ (9) + G(%) is simply a perturbed

block diagonal algebra and is contained in a ^(9). It was already known

that for every T in a ^(9) there is a subsequence {P„k)'k=x of 9, dependent

on T, for which T belongs to ^({P^}^,) + G(%) [7]. The natural question,

suggested by the nonselfadjoint case, is whether ^(9) + G(%) equals

a<i)(9). In Lemma 17 we show that it does not.

Proposition 16. a<3)(9) = a 9X9) n a 9X9)*.

Proof. Ç: If T E a<$(9) then 1177». - P.ry ->0 so ||PnxTPn|| =
||Pflx(rP„ - Pnr)||->0; by applying the same argument to the adjoint of

77>„ - P„T, we have that ||P„xr*PJ| = ||PnTPnx|| -^0. Hence, T E S9X9)

D S 9X9)*.
2: If TE â 9X9) n a9"(9)* then ||rP„ - /»„r|| < ||(1 - P„)TP„\\ +

llpnr(i-/>n)u^o,sorGa<$(9). d
Definition. Let % be a Hilbert space and M be the matrix of an operator

with respect to a fixed orthonormal basis {e¡}. Define +%;. M->M+ to be
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the linear map on matrices which takes M to a matrix derived from it by

replacing all entries below the main diagonal with zeros. Such maps have

been studied before [5], [10].

Lemma 17. 9)(9) + G(%) c S3)(9).

Proof. To simplify the notation, we assume first that dim P„ = n for all n.

Let {ek)?„x be an orthonormal set in % such that e„ E (P„ © P„-X)% for

each n. Let %¡ = span{ek: i2 < k < (i + I)2) and for each i let C¡ E £(3Q)

with ||d+| = 1 and \\C¡\\ = || + ,\\-\ Put C = C, © C2 © • • • so that C +
- C,+ © C2 © • • • is not compact; however, dim %¡ -» oo so that || +(||

-* oo [9, Proposition 1.2] and C is compact. Hence 8 (C+) = 8(C) is compact

so C+ - 5(C+) is not compact and C+ E 9) (9) + G(%). However, C+ G

$(9) and C+ = C - (C - C+) G <5(9)* + G(%) because C - C+ G
§(9)*; hence, C+ E Q9)(9)by Proposition 16. To generalize the argument

to an arbitrary sequence 9, construct C¡ as before and define £», G

£(F(i+X)2%QP¡i%) by £», = C¡ © 0 so that D = Dx® D2® • ■ • is compact

and £ + belongs to S 3) (9 ) but not to 9 (9 ) + ß(3C).   □
The interested reader can verify that 9(9) + G(%) is equal to the norm

closure of [$(9) + 3] n [$(9)* + 3], where 5 is the ideal of Hilbert-

Schmidt operators. We remark that Lemma 17 together with Proposition 16

and the fact that %9(9) = $(9) + G(%) [1] says that 9)(9) + G(%) c
[$(9) + G(%)] n [9(P)* + &(%)]• Nevertheless, we can obtain 9(9) +

G(%) as the intersection of certain quasidiagonal algebras associated with the

sequence 9. To do so, let it be any permutation of the positive integers and

let E„ = P„Q £„_, for each positive n; then £„" will denote 2{£,: ir(i) < n)

and S^C?) will denote the quasidiagonal algebra of those operators £ for

which || P„T- ££„!-► 0.

Theorem 18. ^(^P) + G(%) = Dv^9f(9), where we intersect over all

permutations it.

Proof. Clearly ç holds. To verify D, it suffices to assume £ E 9) (9) +

G(%) and then show that £ E n„%9)"(9). By [8, Theorem 2.1] we know

that there exists an operator Q e9)(9)' such that QT - TQ E G(%); since

every operator in ^(^P)' can be approximated in norm by finite linear

combinations of projections in 9l(9)', we can assume that Q is a projection.

Hence, either QTQL or Q^TQ fails to be compact and without loss of

generality we assume the former. So, there exist e > 0 and a sequence of

finite dimensional, mutually orthogonal projections {£,., G,}Ji, c 9)(9)'

such that F¡ = 2keMEk < Q and G¡ = 2keNEk < gx for all i and

inf,,||FjTGjW > e. Now we define a permutation m of N for which £ E

City*(9). Let 7T map A^, to the first card(N,) integers and map M, to the next
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card(A/,) integers. Let Rx = {j E N: j G U(6N(M U N¡) andj < card(A,)

+ card(A/,)}. Map Rx to the next catd(Rx) integers. Continue inductively

with

Rk+X = j / G N:y G ( U (Mi U A,)) u(<*H

andy <   2   (card(A/() + card(A/,))
;<*+l J

and note that tt is a bijection of N and that 7/ g â^'(i).   D

If S is a subset of &(%), then we define laty(S) to be the set of finite

dimensional projections P on % such that PXTP = 0 for every T in S. The

reader can easily verify that if £ ={£„}"_ i is a sequence of mutually

orthogonal, finite dimensional projections on % whose sum is the identity,

that R belongs to laty6!) (S ) if and only if R is a finite sum of £„'s. We view

laty0!) (S ), ordered by range inclusion, as a directed set and R -» \\R 1TR || as

a net on that directed set. We offer this intrinsic characterization of a

perturbed block diagonal algebra based on Theorem 18:

Corollary 19.

T E <$(£) + G(%)   iff     lim \\R xr/?||= 0.

We remark that limÄ^, sup\\R x77?|| = e > 0 means that for every tj < e

and every R0 E lat/6D(S) there exists R E lat/D(£) such that R > R0 and

\\RXTR\\>V.
Proof. =>: Immediate.

<=: We assume that T à <$(£) + G(%) and show that limÄ ̂  ,

sup||/? x77?|| > 0. Note that the construction of Theorem 18 actually proves

that <%)(&) + G(%) is the intersection of all quasitriangular algebras

a9X{25r(0<n£'/}25_i), where it is any permutation of N. Hence, if T G <$(£)

+ G(%), then there is a permutation m of N and e > 0 such that

ll(2ff(/)<n£,)x?,(2T(0<B£'l)|| = e, and the reader can easily verify that limÄ^,,

suplí R XTR II = e, thus concluding the argument.   □

Theorem 20. The essential commutant of a^(9) is C • 1 + G(%).

Proof. To simplify the notation we again assume that dim Pn = n for all n

and remark that the most general case can be argued from this. Since

^(9) + G{%) C aöD(9), it follows that the essential commutant of

a ^(9) is contained in the essential commutant of ^(9) + G(%) which by

[8, Theorem 2.1] is ^(9)' + G(%). If the essential commutant of a^^) is

larger than C • 1 + G(%), then it must contain a unitary operator U whose
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Weyl spectrum has at least two distinct points X, and X2. So, U = V + K,

where K is compact and V E 9(9)' and by perturbing by another compact

operator if necessary we insure that V = 2°l1p1£„ for E¡ = P¡ 9 £,_„ with

X, and X2 repeated infinitely often in the sequence { u,}°li. Therefore, there is

a subsequence {ik)f„x of N such that

V=   2 A,2?4© 2 \Ek@W.
k even A: odd

By Lemma 17 there is a noncompact operator

T El9> 2^
k-l
k odd

with5(£) = 0.

Let ^ be a partial isometry with initial space (2 k odd-^)^ an<^ í*nal space

(2fceven^ft)^ such that XE¡X* = £4+i for each odd *; note that XT G

119(9) and is not compact so that' V(XT) - (XT)V = (X, - X2)*£ E
G(%). Because of this contradiction, we conclude that the essential corn-

mutant of 19(9) is C • 1 + G(%).   □
We remark that Theorem 20 is particularly interesting, as recently, in [11,

Corollary 1.9], it was shown that every unital, separable, C*-subalgebra of the

Calkin algebra equals its double commutant; ir(Q,9(9)) is the only example

known to the author of a unital C*-subalgebra of the Calkin algebra which

does not equal its double commutant.

Most of these results are also contained in the author's thesis (June 1975,

University of California, Berkeley). The author is extremely grateful to

Professor Calvin C. Moore for his mathematical guidance and warm

encouragement. She wishes to thank Professor Marc A. Rieffel for reading

her thesis and then suggesting many improvements. She wishes to acknow-

ledge also the stimulating influence of a paper of B. Johnson and S. Parrott
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